The CID Chrono cobalt-chromium alloy carbofilm-coated coronary stent system.
In an attempt to improve the stent's safety, development of bare metal stents (BMS) continues, with new materials and geometry. Chrono (CID, Italy) is a thin strut cobalt-chromium (Co-Cr) stent combining the clinical benefits of the bio- and haemo-compatible Carbofilm coating. We assessed the safety and efficacy of percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) using the new Co-Cr Chrono stent in patients undergoing elective PCI for de novo lesions in native coronary vessels. The patients were followed for 12 months for the occurrence of major cardiac events (MACE, defined as death, myocardial infarction, repeat PCI and bypass surgery). Patients with complex (B2/C) lesions were compared to those with non-complex lesions (A/B1). A total of 340 consecutive patients were analysed: 155 patients with complex lesions (Complex group) and 185 patients with non-complex lesions (Non-complex group). Dual antiplatelet therapy was maintained >1 month in 21% of patients in both Complex and Non-complex group. Stent length was longer in the Complex group (25 ± 10 mm versus 17 ± 6 mm; p<0.001). Stent diameter <3.0 mm was most frequent in the Complex group (35.5% versus 27.5%; p<0.05). During the 12-month follow-up period MACE occurred in 10.6% of the global population (12.3% in the Complex group and 9.2% in the Non-complex group; p=0.43). Repeat PCI was most frequent in the Complex group (9.7% versus 3.8%; p=0.044). The incidence of definite and probable stent thrombosis (ARC criteria) was 1.29% in the Complex group and 1.08% in the Non-complex group (p=1.0). Implantation of the Co-Cr Chrono stent results in a good safety and efficacy for both complex and non-complex de-novo coronary artery lesions.